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Abusing 2-suited overcalls
by Michael Byrne
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One of the biggest problems for the keen and
improving player is that as they take on
board a new range of conventions and toys,

they end up wanting to use them all the time and
get value for money. 
Sadly this means they end up abusing them and

wielding them on completely inappropriate hands,
simply because they can. 
The two-suited overcall we are going to look at

today is Michaels Cue Bid, since this is the most
common. However all of the principles are
applicable whichever system you play, (even if it’s
Ghestem, which is the worst convention ever
invented, and on my top three hit list).
The idea of two-suited overcalls is that if a fit

doesn’t exist in the first suit then the second suit will
prove a good alternative. Ideally you want two suits
of similar quality, perhaps balanced with one suit
being longer but weaker. 
Let’s imagine a simple situation where 1t is

opened to your right, and you are considering
overcalling 2t to show both major suits. Let’s
assume the vulnerability is love all:

Hand A has good spades and bad hearts. Should
that sway you from showing both suits? Yes, 1´ is
the correct bid. You do not want partner upgrading
a heart holding of Qxx, or indeed leading it against
an eventual contract of 3NT by your left hand
opponent.  If hearts are to be trumps then partner
will need to be bidding on this hand later on.
The second Hand B has roughly equal suit

strengths – both terrible. Is there any point bidding
on such a hand for pre-emptive purposes? No,
absolutely not. When holding both majors there is
no need to start going for a penalty, since that is two
game contracts the opponents already can’t make! 
How can partner judge what to bid when you

overcall on such trash? It is best to pass for now – if
the hand belongs to your side you will have a chance
to bid later. Points in your short suits suggest
defending, and telling the opponents you are 5-5
will just help them when they come to play the
hand. 
Hand C is finally a suitable candidate. The

majority of points are in the long suits, and while
the hearts are modest in quality you do have extra
length there. There is every hope of making a game
contract on thin values and you should bid 2t to
involve partner. Note that if the six card suit was
much better than the five card suit (similar to hand
A) then it would be better to overcall, since it would
represent your best chance of playing the hand.
Hand D has only 5/4 in the majors and it is

completely wrong to make a two-suited overcall.
You have too many possible defensive tricks in
spades which partner won’t be able to judge if you
show 5-5. If your singleton was in diamonds you
might consider doubling for take-out (although the

There once was a boy from the North
With a bridge poem he sallied forth
The lyrics were trite,
The rhyming was quite
Dubious, but he did as he was told.
For there was an editor called Lou,
To her writers she all told to do
A limerick in print,
With no single hint,
Did they succeed? Only a few.

Hand A Hand B
´ A K Q 8 6 ´ Q 9 7 6 4 
™ 9 7 6 3 2 ™ J 9 6 3 2
t 5 t K
® 6 3 ® J 9

Hand C Hand D
´ K J 9 7 4 ´ A K Q J 
™ Q 10 8 7 4 3 ™ Q 9 6 5 3
t A t 5 4 3
® 2 ® 2
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five card suit will often get lost) but here you have
an easy bid of 1™. While it is true you would rather
have a spade led if you defend, you have enough
values to suggest your side might play the hand. 

TWO-SUITED:  MAJOR AND MINOR
What about when they open a major suit and you

are considering showing a major-minor two-suiter?
Do the rules change or do the same principles still
apply?

There are a number of different factors to be
considered, particularly the level you will end up
playing. Remember if they open 1™ and you
overcall 2™ to show spades and a minor you can still
stop at the two level, but if they open 1´ and you
bid 2´ you are committed to the three level even on
a misfit.

We will look at the situation where the opponents
open 1™ in the second seat, with partner having
dealt and passed.

The first hand has two good suits and although its
point count is drop dead minimum (a two-suited
overcall should be a light opening bid upwards) you
might consider a 2™ overcall. However, the fact that
partner has passed suggests that your side will not
win the auction and you are better off bidding 1´.
If partner can’t raise that suit then there is no
chance your side will be able to compete at a high
level. 

Hand F is a nice hand and wants to compete. Is it
better to show both suits or start with 1´? You have
an extra spade, and this combined with the fact that
your spades contain five points while diamonds
hold only one means you are better to bid 1´. If
there is subsequent competitive bidding you don’t
mind the 5th diamond being lost, it’s the spades that
matter.

Hand G does have better spades than diamonds
but it is perfect for a Michaels Cue bid of 2™. There
is no need to adopt defensive tactics and assume it
is the opponent’s hand; your point count is strong
enough to show both suits and let partner decide
how high to go.

The next Hand H has no chance of buying the
contract at a low level and should aim to cause
maximum disruption whilst giving away minimum
information. Overcall with a spade pre-empt, either
two or three depending on vulnerability and how
racy you are feeling. (Give me the ´10 instead of the
´6 and now an overcall of 4´ would be tempting,
but 2™ is a long way off).

The final hand is strong and shapely and should
make a Michaels Cue bid. The trouble with bidding
diamonds first (the suit is both longer and stronger,
it’s true) is that you more or less commit yourself to
bid 4´ at your next go. When you hold a void heart
the opponents will be bidding game regardless of
their point count. If you start by showing both suits
you can bid the diamonds later with a clear
conscience, knowing that a spade fit does not exist.

The penultimate hand really sums up the main
point of making two-suited overcalls – you are
trying to show a second suit that partner would
otherwise have known nothing about. If your first
thoughts are to try and show spades and diamonds
then you are really missing the point, since you have
no wish to have diamonds as trumps – just ignore
them and get your spades across. 

Likewise on the last hand, you mustn’t leave a
major suit left behind. It is fine to hide a feeble
minor now and again but good majors must be
shown one way or another.

Hand E Hand F
´ A J 10 8 5 ´ A J 9 7 4 3 
™ 6 3 ™ A 2
t K J 9 5 3 t J 10 8 3 2
® 6 ® –

Hand G Hand H Hand I
´ A Q 10 5 3 ´ A K J 6 4 3 ´ Q 10 9 7 5 
™ A 3 2 ™ 7 ™ –
t K 10 9 3 2 t 10 8 6 5 3 t A K Q 10 8 4
® – ® 5 ® K 2

The Dos and Don’ts of two-suited overcalls
Do use two-suited overcalls on constructive hands

with a reasonable chance of winning the
auction and playing in a making game. 

Do check that both your suits are of similar
quality and length. If only one is strong,
then it is better to overcall in that first.

Don’t make a two-suited overcall when you are
five-four. You have more losers and less
playing strength. It misleads partner.

Don’t make two-suited overcalls on weak hands
when your partner has passed. If you have
distribution and good playing strength it is
better to pre-empt and conceal your shape
from the opponents.                                     r


